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Abstract

The increasing number of distributed energy resources (DERs) leads to the need for
DER that can provide ancillary service, such as low-voltage ride-through (LVRT)
voltage support. The support is made to improve the short-term voltage stability in
power systems. Recently, DER LVRT voltage support through reactive power regu-
lation are becoming common. Designing LVRT voltage support is highly influenced
by the accuracy of the modelling and the data needed. However, in some cases, the
required modelling can challenge the computational complexity, effort, and required
data. Nevertheless, modelling the systems through an oversimplification may result
in inaccuracies and hypothetical solution. Thus, the best compromise between model
accuracy and simplicity will alleviate the problem. The study presents a methodology
for estimating the effectiveness of the support. Unlike the commonly computer-assisted
approach, such as the dynamic RMS simulation, the benefit of the methodology is
on the computing process, which is much simpler since the dynamic DER modelling
work is not needed, and the evaluation of the effectiveness can be achieved even when
the grid information is incomplete. Its accuracy is validated against typical RMS sim-
ulation results obtained using PowerFactory DIgsilent software for well-characterised
networks.

1 INTRODUCTION

The implementation of distributed energy resources (DERs)
has become a significant concern, especially when their
extensive penetration is considered. It is well known that
conventional power plants using synchronous generators can
handle faults without the need to be disconnected while inject-
ing short-circuit currents during a voltage dip. This feature of
synchronous generators is crucial in a power system helping to
raise the voltage around the location of the fault [1]. In the event
under solid fault, the injection of the current will help to prevent
the voltage level surrounding the faulted location from going
down deeper, in an attempt to minimise the risk of further dis-
turbance, such as blackout. Initially, DER’s implementation and
its impact related to the grid faults was not considered critical.
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Hence, as a means of protecting the electronic components of
the DERs, these inverter-based generating units were discon-
nected during grid faults. Such a disconnection mechanism can
be achieved through under-voltage protection. However, with
the increasing penetration of DERs, the disconnection may
become counterproductive. Usually, when a grid fault occurs,
the fault’s impact can be sensed in a wide area surrounding the
fault, as it propagates away from the fault site throughout the
power system. Consequently, this can lead to several DER units
automatically tripping. Such disconnection in series of DER
groups will result in a considerable cascading loss of electric-
ity generation. Therefore, to avoid the problems mentioned
above, with the ongoing plans to increase the penetration of
DER units, DER with reactive power support on low-voltage
ride-through (LVRT) is necessary.
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FIGURE 1 Reactive current support during low-voltage ride-through

1.1 DER’s LVRT voltage support

The DER’s reactive power-based LVRT voltage support that is
made through regulating the additional reactive current injec-
tion (aRCI) is a linear function of the voltage difference between
the pre-fault condition and during the fault and of the injection
level of the aRCI–known as the K-factor [2]. This implies that
for any DER that experiences a voltage bus value outside a
pre-specified dead band (Figure 1), a mitigating voltage control
via aRCI (ΔIQ_DER) regulation is required [3]. In other words,
a deeper voltage drop during the fault necessitates a supply
of more reactive current injection [4]; thus, if more reactive
power support is available, the reduction in the voltage drop
during the fault will be mitigated more effectively. The DER’s
LVRT reactive power support through regulating the aRCI is
encouraged to become a standard in some of the renewable grid
codes [5].

Furthermore, a DER with a conventional reactive power sup-
port capability can inject a reactive current up to the maximum
rated value when the terminal voltage is in a sag while limit-
ing the active current to zero. For this kind of reactive power
support found in [6], it is argued that if the active power refer-
ence is set to zero during the sag, then all the available power
could be dedicated to the reactive power support. The alter-
natives to reactive power injection (RPI) techniques include
’RPI with constant average active power control (RPI-Const-
P)’, ‘RPI with constant active current control (RPI-Const-Id )’,
and ‘RPI with constant peak current control (RPI-Const-Ig_max )’
[7]. The objective of RPI-Const-P is to maximise the output
energy using maximum power point tracking control during
LVRT operation, whereas the average active power can be main-
tained constant in the short-term period of the fault. The RPI-
Const-Id offers flexibility to the injection given to the lower cur-
rent rating inverters. The drawback of both RPI-Const-P and
RPI-Const-Id is, however, the possibility of overcurrent dur-
ing LVRT. Hence, the RPI-Const-Ig_max was developed to pre-
vent unintentional inverter shutdown due to overcurrent pro-
tection. The strategy is to allow the magnitude of the injected
current to be kept constant but lower than the inverter current
limitation during LVRT. While doing so, the active power will
be reduced proportionally in order to inject sufficient reactive

power during LVRT. All three RPI strategies mentioned above
require full reactive current to be injected in case of extreme
voltage sag.

The influence of the DER’s connection on the effectiveness
of the ancillary support has been studied before. One particu-
lar conclusion was that on low-voltage-connected DERs, active
power support via active current injection (aACI) is preferred
over aRCI because LVRT voltage support through aACI tends
to be more effective on a lower X/R ratio grid [8]. It was also
shown in [8] through simulations that the doubly fed induc-
tion generator LVRT voltage support with reactive power con-
trol performs better in high X/R ratio systems. This argument
seems aligned with [9], where it is argued that the parame-
ters affect either the aRCI or aACI’s effectiveness is the total
impedance from the DER connection to the point of common
coupling (PCC) and the X/R ratio of the total impedance to the
PCC.

The DER’s LVRT voltage support through a combination
of active and reactive power support, via additional active and
reactive current (aRACI), was considered in [10]. In particular,
it is claimed in [10] that the impedance angle-adjusted aRACI
leads to better effectiveness than either a pure aRCI or aACI.
The higher effectiveness of the aACI was observed because the
active and reactive currents, per the angle of the impedance
between the DER and the located fault, could be kept within
the active and reactive current transfer limits of the DER. The
theory of the active and reactive current transfer limits of the
DER may be found in [11]. In [10], however, it was argued that
the impedance angle-adjusted aRACI was less effective in sup-
porting the LVRT than a pure aRCI under reverse power flow
situations.

It should be noted that many low-voltage-connected DERs,
mainly photovoltaic (PV), are situated in housing estates. The
PVs regularly reach their peak operation during daytime when
the houses’ loads are at their lowest. This implies that peak
low-voltage-connected DERs will be mostly under a reverse
power flow condition. Furthermore, an LVRT through aACI
and aRACI needs a continuous standby of ‘additional active
reserve power’ from the DER. Thus, the DER must be oper-
ated under a sub-optimum condition that is not economically
favourable for long-term DER usage [12]. With this in mind, the
aRACI–or even the aACI–should not be adopted as an LVRT
support preference in future DER requirements.

Asymmetrical faults have also been an issue considered for
DER LVRT voltage support [13]. It is argued that when a
DER injects a pure positive-sequence aRCI during an asym-
metrical fault, the positive-sequence grid voltage is improved,
but unintentionally, the negative-sequence voltage increases too.
This causes the voltages of the non-faulty phases to increase,
which ultimately leads to overvoltage. The studies, as mentioned
earlier, generally propose an improved reactive current injec-
tion mechanism, which is not only able to handle symmetri-
cal faults but also asymmetrical faults. Even more, there have
been recent studies reporting that inverter is now even capa-
ble of handling asymmetrical faults better [7]. This is indicating
that DER is now becoming durable at handling asymmetrical
disturbance.
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SWANDARU ET AL. 1151

However, currently, available grid requirements are still
adopting positive-sequence-only reactive current injection, irre-
spective of the fault type. This is likely to remain in effect in the
future, as it allows a more straightforward renewable grid plan-
ning. Consequently, in our study, we focus on symmetrical faults
only.

All previous studies have concluded that the effectiveness
of the DER’s LVRT support (either aRCI, aACI, or aRACI)
is influenced by the X ∕R ratio of the network. Through rele-
vant simulations, it was shown that the DER’s LVRT reactive
power support (aRCI) is more effective in reducing the volt-
age drop during LVRT when the DER is connected to a higher
X/R ratio, whereas for low-voltage-connected DERs, the reac-
tive power support is less effective. While a complete simulation
of the full network would allow the effectiveness of the reactive
power support to be assessed, a simpler and faster analysis will
assist the network operator in understanding and planning such
support.

1.2 Challenge on modelling

Evaluating the effectiveness of these LVRT voltage supports
can be done through RMS simulation. However, with a detailed
dynamic representation of a large number of DERs at distribu-
tion level in the simulation tool, it will increase the complexity
of the models in terms of computational effort and data avail-
ability. On the other hand, modelling power systems elements
through an oversimplification may result in a solution that does
not represent well the problem that needs to be solved.

Defining the best compromise between model accuracy and
simplicity on modelling power systems elements is not an easy
task. As such, designing LVRT voltage support that will meet
the desired needs, such as the magnitude, permitted duration of
the lowest voltage sag and the balance/unbalance distribution
matter, is highly influenced by the accuracy of the DER mod-
elling of the corresponding grid and the required data availabil-
ity [2, 14, 15].

When the decided LVRT voltage support is made, and
obtaining the information regarding the criterion (minimum
voltage sag that should be withstood, and the voltage sag
improvement that should be made when necessary) is needed,
one needs to build a simulation model including the DER
models. Estimation of the effectiveness of the DER’s LVRT
voltage support through typical positive-sequence RMS sim-
ulation can be achieved when first, the required knowledge,
and second, the data needed to construct the simulation blocks
of the DER modelling, such as PV array, DC voltage con-
troller, pulse-width modulation modelling, current controller,
the diagram block of the LVRT voltage support, and so forth,
are available [16]. When all previously mentioned informa-
tion is available, the estimation is then done through the RMS
simulation.

It can be inferred that a laborious task is needed for esti-
mating the effectiveness of the DER’s LVRT voltage support.
Furthermore, often on many occasions, the information
needed is incomplete, and hence the construction of the DER

modelling is done through approximations; still, extensive work
and knowledge to construct the DER modelling are required.

Grid planner often poses problem relating to the grid data
unavailability and challenges relating to the construction of the
DER modelling [10]. A more straightforward approach to do
the estimation may help the task at hand.

In this study, we propose a tool, based on a simple pha-
sor analysis, to estimate the effectiveness of the DER’s reac-
tive power-based LVRT voltage support effectively without the
need of the extensive work and the knowledge on DER mod-
elling that is commonly necessary when using dynamic RMS
simulation. The proposed methodology can estimate the effec-
tiveness of the DER’s LVRT voltage support, whereas its per-
formance is commonly affected by the character of the DER
connections, such as the X/R ratio of the network, and sev-
eral other constraints that have not been investigated before,
such as the increasing resultant steady-state voltage of the
DER-connected bus, the potential value of the short-circuit
impedance (ZSC ), the steady-state active and reactive power
of the DER (PDER and QDER), and the reactive power/aRCI
ΔIreactive∕ΔV level. The proposed methodology offers simplic-
ity since it does not require the knowledge on constructing
the DER modelling and thus could avoid problem relating to
the DER data unavailability. Therefore, the main contribution
of this study is a methodology and an approach to estimate
the effectiveness of the LVRT voltage support that will bene-
fit renewable grid planning.

2 THE PROPOSED SIMPLE ANALYSIS
METHOD

The basic principle behind the proposed approach is that the
observed part of the network needs to be transformed using a
simplified equivalent impedance description.

Consider a system with several nodes representing load
points, for example, a housing complex, and its representation
as shown in Figure 2. Each node denotes an aggregated loading
point (at 220 V consumer-level voltage). The ’external network’,
outside the observed portion of the network, can be illustrated
as an ’infinite node’, which in this calculation serves as a ’volt-
age source’. Furthermore, suppose the planned location of the
DER is at the most remote node (n + 2). Then, assuming the
steady-state voltage profiles of all nodes are available through
local measurements, the average peak and low active and reac-
tive power consumptions (Pavg_load and Qavg_load ) may be profiled.
Hence, the equivalent load impedance of each loading point
(node), Zavg_load , can be expressed as

Zavg_load∠ 𝛿avg_load =
Vload∠𝛿load

2(
Pavg_load + jQavg_load

)∗ (1)

where Vload∠𝛿load is obtained from the steady-state positive-
sequence (phase-to-phase) voltage of the node. Assuming this
analysis is for grid planning, Vload∠𝛿load can be easily obtained
and is the steady-state nominal voltage before the DERs are
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1152 SWANDARU ET AL.

FIGURE 2 An example distribution part of a
network

FIGURE 3 Transforming all active and reactive loads into impedances

implemented. The rising steady-state nominal voltage due to the
presence of the DER will be considered in the third step.

The aggregated DERs are represented as current sources.
Figure 3 shows the impedance representation of the loads along
with the DERs as current sources, which can now be used for
the second step of establishing the equivalent Thevenin circuit.

To obtain the equivalent Thevenin circuit representation of
the network, several stars to delta transformations (Y to Δ)
may be necessary. These transformations are generalised into
Figure 4.

Zin f _node_th, Zline_th, and Zload _th are obtained through Y
to Δ transformations. However, it should be noted that
Zext _grid ≫ Zin f _node_th, as Zext _grid is the overall impedance of
the external part of the observed network. Therefore, the
impedance at the infinite bus of the equivalent Thevenin cir-
cuit (Zin f _node_th) should be represented by Zext _grid . This is
shown in the later equivalent Thevenin circuit representation in
Figure 5.

In essence, the external grid represents an ‘external element’
that is outside of the system under consideration (this can be

FIGURE 4 Transforming the circuit of Figure 3 into a simplified Thevenin
diagram

referred to as an element outside the HV side of the transformer
that is connected to the ‘infinite node’ in Figure 2). However,
for the sake of the analysis, one should define it as an exist-
ing element in the form of aggregated properties that affect the
calculations [17]. These properties include the short-circuit cur-
rent I ′′

k
, the positive-sequence nominal voltage V0∠ 𝛿0 and its

positive-sequence X/R ratio of the ‘external grid’ [18]. Tech-
nically I ′′

k
is the value of the short-circuit current at the feeder

connection point, which in this sense is the ‘infinite node’ in Fig-
ure 2. Thus, if I ′′

k
is known, the equivalent impedance Zext _grid of

the external grid at the ‘infinite node’ is given by

Zext _grid =
c factor .Uext _grid√

3.I ′′
k

(2)

where c factor represents a voltage correction factor for the mea-
sured positive-sequence voltage at the external grid [17]. If the
X/R ratio is known as well, then Rext _grid and Xext _grid can be
estimated as

Xext _grid =
Zext _grid√

1 +
(

X

R

)−2
(3)
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SWANDARU ET AL. 1153

FIGURE 5 Superposition using the simplified Thevenin circuit from the
second step (a) using external grid as a source, and (b) using distributed energy
resource as a source

Rext _grid =

(
X

R

)−1

.Xext _grid (4)

In the absence of national standards, it seems reasonable to
choose a voltage correction factor between 0.95 and 1.10 [17].
However, for simplicity, the value of one has been assumed.
Zext _grid is used to represent the ‘characteristic’ of the external
grid. If the intention is to estimate I ′′

k
, for example, through

the well-known short-circuit numerical analysis [17], this can
be done by isolating the observed grid from the node were
the HV transformer is feeding to, and then perform a short-
circuit calculation. Then, one can obtain I ′′

k
, the short-circuits

R and X, to establish the X/R ratio. Alternatively, these prop-
erties can be found from the grid data [18]. V0∠ 𝛿0 is obtained
from the low-voltage side of the transformer in Figure 2. For
simplicity, V0∠ 𝛿0 is taken as a reference, and thus 𝛿0 is set as
zero.

The Thevenin circuit derived is crucial since it is used to esti-
mate the increased steady-state voltage due to the DER’s pres-
ence (VDER∠ 𝛿V _DER), which is the third step in our method-
ology. From this, the resultant of the aRCI (ΔIQ_DER, later on)
is determined in step four. VDER∠ 𝛿DER is obtained by using
the ‘usual’ superposition analysis, which is later modified with
the available parameters. The purpose of the modification is
explained later.

To estimate the increased steady-state load bus voltage due
to the DER connection (ΔVDER∠ Δ𝛿V _DER), first, the sim-
plified Thevenin circuit diagram in Figure 4 that was used for
our superposition analysis is transformed into two points of
reference as shown in Figures 5 (a) and (b). The first refer-
ence (Figure 5(a)) considers the external grid voltage source as

a short circuit, while the second reference (Figure 5(b)) treats
the DER as an open source. Note that to do the superposi-
tion analysis, the DER is commonly represented as a current
source. This is shown in the first reference (Figure 5(a)). Assum-
ing that for grid planning the rated active and reactive power of
the DERs of PDER + jQDER is obtained, it would be impossi-
ble to obtain IDER∠ 𝛿I _DER without knowing the nominal volt-
age at the load node that is already connected with the DERs
(VDER∠ 𝛿V _DER), which in fact is the aim of the calculation.
Therefore, to obtain VDER∠ 𝛿V _DER, a modification of the cal-
culation is necessary. This can be accomplished by assuming the
DER element to be a negative load or defining the DER’s ele-
ment as ‘negative impedance’.

Treating the DER element as a negative load or negative
impedance is a common approach [19] and is usually used for
small, distributed power source in a grid. The term negative load
was made because of its presentation, and it is often attributed
as ‘negative load’ since it provides the source. This normally can
be referred to as a rooftop PV. Treating the DER’s element in
a network modelling of a study as ‘negative load’ is a common
way for steady-state voltage rise calculations due to DER’s pres-
ence. However, this approach is not as accurate as when the
DER is defined as a ZIP model [20]. Nevertheless, defining the
DER element as a negative load is still acceptable for the pur-
pose of steady-state voltage rise estimation for relatively more
uncomplicated systems. The network simplification made in the
second step is used here again.

First, the condition when the DER is present while the grid
reference node is assumed to have zero voltage (Figure 5(a)) is
considered. Under this condition, the steady-state voltage at the
Thevenin load node VDER_sp1∠ 𝛿DER_sp1 may be found as

VDER_sp1∠ 𝛿DER_sp1 =
(
IDER∠ 𝛿I _DER

)
.

Zload _th.Zline_th

Zload _th + Zline_th
(5)

In the second case, the grid reference node is considered
while the DER is assumed to have zero current (open cir-
cuit) (Figure 5(b)). Therefore, the steady-state voltage at the
Thevenin load node ΔVDER_sp2∠ Δ𝛿DER_sp2 may be obtained
from

VDER_sp2∠ 𝛿DER_sp2 = (V0∠ 𝛿0) .
Zload _th

Zload _th + Zline_th
(6)

The actual increased steady-state voltage VDER∠ 𝛿DER is
then obtained by combining Equations (5) and (6)

VDER∠ 𝛿V _DER =
(

VDERsp1
∠ 𝛿DERsp1

)
+

(
VDER_sp2∠ 𝛿DER_sp2

)
(7)

Upon grid DER planning, if the DER’s capacity plan
is defined with active and reactive power (PDER + jQDER),
then VDER_sp1∠ 𝛿DER_sp1 in Equation (5) cannot be obtained,
as to find IDER∠ 𝛿IDER, the value of the increased volt-
age VDER∠ 𝛿V _DER is needed. Therefore, as an alternative,
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1154 SWANDARU ET AL.

from PDER + jQDER, one could treat it as a negative load
−(PDER + jQDER ). Then, the Zload _th∠𝜃load _th is modified into
ZloadDER_th∠𝜃loadDER_th

ZloadDER_th∠ 𝜃loadDER_th

=
Vload∠𝛿V _load

2(
Pload _th − PDER + jQload _th − jQDER

)∗ (8)

Here, Vload∠𝛿V _load is the steady-state voltage of the load
node without the DER connections. This can be easily obtained
through local voltage measurement upon grid planning.

Note that in the second step, the equivalent load is still
represented by Zload _th∠𝜃load _th. Then, Zload _th∠𝜃load _th is trans-
formed in Equation (8) into a form of Pload _th + Qload _th by sim-
ply using Equation (1). After Pload _th + Qload _th is found, Equa-

tion (8) is substituted to Equation (6).
Zload _th

Zload _th+Zline_th

in Equa-

tion (6) describes the overall impedance that represents both the
load and the DER element. This modification yields the actual
increased steady-state voltage.

VDER∠ 𝛿V _DER

= (V0∠ 𝛿0) .
ZloadDER_th∠𝜃loadDER_th

ZloadDER_th∠𝜃loadDER_th + Zline_th

(9)

The steady-state voltage rise due to the DER connection
could then be estimated using the above equation. The results
from this approach are validated by simulations using Power-
Factory DIgsilent, as reported in Section 3, as in results of
VDER∠ 𝛿V _DER from Table 2.

With VDER∠ 𝛿V _DER now calculated, the fourth step can
be undertaken. This step estimates the potential voltage sag at
the DER’s connection node (VDER_ f ∠ 𝛿V _DER_ f ). As men-
tioned in the introduction, a phase transmission line fault is
used as an illustration. Suppose a transmission fault occurs
somewhere in the outside part of the observed network and
causes a voltage sag at the ‘infinite node’ in Figure 2. This will
cause the voltage at the ‘infinite node’ to sag. The fault esti-
mation can be done using a conventional symmetrical compo-
nent fault analysis. The fault impedance Z f includes the effect
of the transmission line on the voltage drop at the observa-
tion point (represented as V0∠ 𝛿0 − ΔVf ∠Δ𝛿V _ f in Figure 6).
The fault is shown as a red dot in Figure 6. Note that since
a phase fault is used to illustrate the method, the observed
system representation is given for the positive sequence only.
In Figure 6, I f ∠ 𝛿I _ f represents the short-circuit current con-
tribution from (V0∠ 𝛿0 − ΔVf ∠Δ𝛿V f

), Iline_th_ f ∠ 𝛿I _line_th_ f

represents the short-circuit current contributed from the line,
IIoad _th_ f ∠ 𝛿I _Ioad _th_ f is the short-circuit current contributed
from the load while IDER_ f ∠ 𝛿I _DER_ f is the short-circuit cur-
rent contributed from the DER.

Before estimating VDER_ f ∠ 𝛿V _DER_ f , the knowledge of
Iline_th_ f ∠ 𝛿I _line_th_ f is required. However, the short-circuit cur-
rent I f ∠ 𝛿I _ f is needed in order to get Iline_th_ f ∠ 𝛿I _line_th_ f . It

FIGURE 6 Representation of the observed system under fault condition

can be seen from Figure 6 that I f ∠ 𝛿I _ f could be obtained from

I f ∠ 𝛿I _ f =
V0∠ 𝛿0

Z3ph_th + Z f
.

1√
3

(10)

with

Z3ph_th =
(
Zline_th + ZloadDER_th

)
∕∕Zext _grid (11)

Note that ZloadDER_th is obtained from Equation (8) as
previously explained. Then, by using the same Figure 6,
Iline_th_ f ∠ 𝛿I _line_th_ f can be found as

Ilinet h f
∠𝛿Ilinet h f

=
Zext _grid

Zext _grid + Zline_th + ZloadDER_th
.I f ∠ 𝛿I _ f

(12)
Once Iline_th_ f ∠ 𝛿I _line_th_ f is obtained, then

VDER_ f ∠ 𝛿V _DER_ f may be estimated by first calculating
ΔVDER_ f ∠ Δ𝛿V _DER_ f

ΔVDER_ f ∠Δ𝛿V _DER_ f =
√

3.ZloadDER_th.Iline_th_ f ∠𝛿I _line_th_ f

(13)

and then finding VDER_ f ∠ 𝛿V _DER_ f as

VDER_ f ∠ 𝛿V _DER_ f

= VDER∠ 𝛿V _DER − ΔVDER_ f ∠ Δ𝛿V _DER_ f (14)

Note that VDER∠ 𝛿V _DER was obtained in the third step (see
Equation 9).

After VDER_ f ∠ 𝛿V _DER_ f has been estimated, the fifth step
of the proposed methodology may be triggered. The magnitude
of the aRCI (ΔIQ_DER) can be estimated. The aRCI during the
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SWANDARU ET AL. 1155

LVRT, ΔIQ_DER is defined as

ΔIQ_DER = KIq
.

|||ΔVDER_ f ∠ Δ𝛿V _DER_ f
||| ∓Vdb

V0∠ 𝛿0
(15)

where KIq
is the K-factor as explained in Figure 1 [10]. The

DER’s reactive current IQ_DER during LVRT is described by

IQ_DER = Iq_ref

=

{
IQ_DER_prefault +�IQ_DER ,−Imax ≤ IQ_DER

≤ ImaxImax, −Imax > IQ_DER > Imax
(16)

where IQ_DER_pre fault is the DER’s pre-fault reactive current that
is simply obtained from

IQ_DER_pre fault = IDER_pre fault .cos (𝜑) (17)

where 𝜑 is

𝜑 = tan−1

(
imaginary

(
SDER

∗)
real

(
SDER

∗)
)
+ 𝛿V _DER_ f (18)

while IDERpre fault
is the DER’s pre-fault current

IDER_pre fault =
SDER√

3.
(
VDER∠ 𝛿V _DER

)∗ (19)

Here, ∓Vdb (Equation 15) represents the voltage dead-band
in per unit as illustrated in Figure 1. However, our investiga-
tion is concerned about providing the means of evaluating the
effectiveness of the aRCI. Adding voltage dead-band into con-
sideration would not signify the purpose of the study (not the
primary constraint that shall give direct effect to the voltage
support performance). For simplicity, the voltage dead-band is
omitted. When the DER is injecting reactive current, the active
current IP_DER during LVRT is given by

IP_DER = Id _re f = Imax −
|||IQ_DER

||| (20)

This is to prevent the DER’s inverter to be at risk of overcur-
rent and, thus, overheating due to this reactive control strategy
[2]. In Equation (20), Imax = 1. Hence, the DER current during
LVRT IDER_ f ∠ 𝛿I _DER_ f can be defined as

IDER∠ 𝛿I _DER = IP_DER + j IQ_DER (21)

However, note that IP_DER + j IQ_DER in Equations (15) to
(21) is defined on the stationary reference frame. To use the grid
synchronous reference frame, IP_DER + j IQ_DER has to be syn-
chronised with the grid frequency. This is done [21] by convert-
ing Equation (21) into

IDER∠ 𝛿IDER
=

(
Id _re f ⋅ cos 𝜃′ − Iq_re f ⋅ sin 𝜃′

)

+ j
(
Id _re f ⋅ sin 𝜃′ + Iq_re f ⋅ cos 𝜃′

)
(22)

where cos 𝜃′ and sin 𝜃′ relate to the dq/stationary reference
frame of the DER. In practice, this procedure can be done by
the phase-locked loop (PLL) device of the DER’s inverter. In
our method, cos 𝜃′ and sin 𝜃′ are represented as

cos 𝜃′ =
real

(
VDER_ f ∠ 𝛿V _DER_ f

)
absolute

(
VDER_ f ∠ 𝛿V _DER_ f

) (23)

sin 𝜃′ =
imaginary

(
VDER_ f ∠ 𝛿V _DER_ f

)
absolute

(
VDER_ f ∠ 𝛿V _DER_ f

) (24)

Note that the real and imaginary parts of IDER∠ 𝛿I _DER in
Equation (22) are the orthogonal axes of the synchronous ref-
erence frame. Thus, IQ_DER in Equation (19) may be defined as
the q-axis current reference of the DER (Iq_re f ), whereas IP_DER

in Equation (20) as the d-axis current reference (Id _re f ). In this
method, IDER∠ 𝛿I _DER in Equations (21) and (22) applies to a
fault condition as well; hence,

IDER_ f ∠ 𝛿I _DER_ f = IDER ∠ 𝛿I _DER (25)

Equation (25) is essential, as with IDER∠ 𝛿I _DER, it allows
the effectiveness of the aRCI to be evaluated. This can be
done by performing the procedures from Equations (15) to
(25) twice, first, by applying the DER’s K-factor KIq

= 0, and
then applying DER’s K-factor KIq

with the desired setup. After
two different values of IDER∠ 𝛿I _DER have been obtained,
say (IDER_ f ∠ 𝛿I _DER_ f ) KIq

= 0 and (IDER_ f ∠ 𝛿I _DER_ f ) KIq
= n,

then ΔIDER_ f ∠ Δ𝛿I _DER_ f can be calculated as follows.

ΔIDER_ f
∠ Δ𝛿I_DER_ f

=
(
IDER_ f ∠ 𝛿I _DER_ f

)
KIq

=n

−
(
IDER_ f ∠ 𝛿I _DER_ f

)
KIq

= 0
(26)

Here, ΔIDER_ f ∠ Δ𝛿I _DER_ f represents the difference of
DER’s current contributions during a fault condition with and
without the aRCI. Therefore, by adding ΔIDER_ f ∠ Δ𝛿I _DER_ f

with I f ∠ 𝛿I _ f from Equation (10), the short-circuit current of
the system with aRCI-enabled DER, I f _aRCI∠ 𝛿I _ f _aRCI can be
estimated as

I f _aRCI∠ 𝛿I _ f _aRCI = I f ∠ 𝛿I _ f + ΔIDER_ f ∠ Δ𝛿I _DER_ f

(27)
After I f _aRCI∠ 𝛿I _ f _aRCI has been found, Equations (12) to

(14) are repeated with I f ∠ 𝛿I _ f from Equation (12), replaced
by I f _aRCI∠ 𝛿I _ f _aRCI . The improved voltage due to DER’s
aRCI is given as VDER_ f ∠ 𝛿V _DER_ f from Equation (14).
(VDER_ f ∠ 𝛿V _DER_ f ) KIq

= n is the improved voltage sag, while

(VDER_ f ∠ 𝛿V _DER_ f ) KIq
= 0 is the non-improved voltage sag.

Finally, the effectiveness of the DER’s aRCI could be evalu-
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1156 SWANDARU ET AL.

FIGURE 7 Overall flowchart of the proposed methodology

ated by comparing the different voltage sags between the cases
with and without aRCI, namely, (VDER_ f ∠ 𝛿V _DER_ f ) KIq

= n

and (VDER_ f ∠ 𝛿V _DER_ f ) KIq
= 0 as

ΔVDER f
∠ Δ𝛿VDER f

=
(
VDER_ f ∠ 𝛿V _DER_ f

)
KIq

=n

−
(
VDER_ f ∠ 𝛿V _DER_ f

)
KIq

=0
(28)

The flowchart of the proposed methodology is depicted in
Figure 7.

3 VERIFICATION OF THE PROPOSED
METHODOLOGY

In order to validate the proposed methodology, a typical low-
voltage distribution network is assumed. Regular distribution
networks have a low X/R ratio (systems below 35 kV usually
have the X/R ratio of 10 or less, IEC-60909). In other word,
low-voltage distribution network can be assumed to have such
characteristic. Therefore, the network used for the purpose of
this evaluation has similar characteristics. The effectiveness of
the aRCI with respect to low X/R ratio can be assessed by
studying different possible low X/R ratio values.

The simplified Thevenin Circuit Diagram of the test network
is shown in Figure 4, whereas the parameters assumed for the
estimation are shown in Table 1. Five samples of the case are

TABLE 1 The observed system parameters in Thevenin circuit diagram

Parameters Rline_th + jXline_th (pu) Vload∠𝜹V _load (pu∠deg)

case 1 0.0072 + j. 0.0072 0.987∠–0.75

case 2 0.0072 + j. 0.0216 0.9879∠–2.21

case 3 0.0072 + j. 0.036 0.9875∠–3.68

case 4 0.0072 + j. 0.0505 0.9864∠–5.15

case 5 0.0072 + j. 0.0649 0.9846∠–6.63

TABLE 2 Comparison of steady-state voltage rise result between the
proposed and the Powerfactory DIgsilent methods

Results VDER∠ 𝜹V _DER (pu∠deg)

Method used DIgsilent Proposed method

case 1 0.998∠–0.18 0.998∠–0.15

case 2 0.999∠–0.47 0.998∠–0.45

case 3 1.000∠–0.77 0.999∠–0.75

case 4 1.001∠–1.07 1.000∠–1.04

case 5 1.001∠–1.36 1.003∠–1.33

chosen. The MVAbase is chosen as 5MVA.
Assuming the short-circuit apparent power, S ′′

k
, for all cases

to be 20 MVA, yields the per-unit value of 4 pu. Distribution
load power at the Thevenin bus, Pload _th (pu), is one pu. The val-
idation case uses 80% DER penetration; hence, MVADER is set
to 0.8 pu. The fault impedance Z f is set to 0.144 + j.0.144 pu
for all cases. The load node voltage is assumed to be already
known through regular checks. Each case for the system has dif-
ferent equivalent line impedance, Rline_th + jXline_th, as shown in
Table 1. X/R ratio of the external grid, Rext _grid + jXext _grid , are
chosen uniformly 0.01436 + j.0.1436 per unit.

3.1 Steady-state voltage rise results analysis

The results estimated using the proposed methodology have
been compared with the same results obtained using the DIgsi-
lent as shown in Table 2. The estimation difference of the pro-
posed methodology as compared to the results obtained using
the DIgsilent are shown in Table 3.

It can be seen that the steady-state voltage rise, VDER, are
estimated quite accurately by the proposed method. For VDER,
as shown in Table 2, a reasonably small estimation difference
is observed for all cases. For instance, the VDER estimation
obtained using the proposed method for case 1 has an estima-

TABLE 3 % |Estimation difference| of steady-state voltage rise result
between the proposed and the Powerfactory DIgsilent methods

Results Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5

|VDER| 0.037 0.078 0.067 0.003 0.123

𝛿V _DER 14.544 5.0697 3.107 2.468 2.327
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SWANDARU ET AL. 1157

TABLE 4 Comparison of non-additional reactive current injection (aRCI)-enabled low-voltage ride-through (LVRT) voltage control results (‘no voltage
support’ case) between the proposed method and the Powerfactory DIgsilent simulations

Results Method used Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5

VDER_ f ∠ 𝛿V _DER_ f (pu∠deg) DIgsilent 0.610∠–9.87 0.609∠–9.47 0.608∠–9.07 0.609∠–8.67 0.609∠–8.28

Proposed method 0.620∠–7.34 0.620∠–6.64 0.620∠–5.95 0.622∠–5.29 0.625∠–4.65

Idq_absolute_ f (pu) DIgsilent 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Proposed method 0.997 0.992 0.987 0.982 0.977

Id _re f _ f (pu) DIgsilent 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Proposed method 0.997 0.992 0.987 0.982 0.977

Iq_re f _ f (pu) DIgsilent 0.004 0.009 0.014 0.019 0.024

Proposed method 0.003 0.008 0.013 0.018 0.023

IP_DER_ f (pu) DIgsilent 0.986 0.988 0.990 0.991 0.993

Proposed method 0.990 0.986 0.983 0.979 0.976

IQ_DER_ f (pu) DIgsilent −0.168 −0.156 −0.144 −0.132 −0.12

Proposed method −0.125 −0.107 −0.089 −0.072 −0.056

TABLE 5 % |Estimation difference| of non-aRCI-enabled LVRT voltage control result (‘no voltage support’ case)

Results VDER_ f 𝜹V _DER_ f Idq_absolute_ f Id_re f _ f Iq_re f _ f IP_DER_ f IQ_DER_ f

Case 1 1.675 25.584 0.260 0.260 25.714 0.375 25.610

Case 2 1.773 29.882 0.780 0.790 7.059 0.132 31.498

Case 3 2.023 34.386 1.300 1.290 3.704 0.657 38.046

Case 4 2.167 39.063 1.800 1.800 2.151 1.201 45.317

Case 5 2.578 43.836 2.290 2.291 2.521 1.733 53.333

tion difference for 0.037% for |VDER|. The most substantial
estimation difference rate for |VDER| is to be found for case
5, which is 0.123% and is still acceptably small. Although
estimation difference for 𝛿V _DER for case 1 is 14.544%, which
is comparatively more extensive than the remaining cases, the
proposed method that has an angle at –0.15 degree, which
is comparable with the DIgsilent method that has 𝛿V _DER

at –0.18.

3.2 ‘LVRT with no voltage support’ case
results (scenario 1)

The comparison of non-aRCI-enabled LVRT result (‘no volt-
age support’ case) between the proposed and the PowerFac-
tory DIgsilent methods are shown in Table 4. For VDER_ f , the
largest estimation difference is observed for case 5 (2.578%),
whereas the smallest estimation difference is observed for case 1
(1.675%). The remaining estimation difference between the two
methods is shown in Table 5. Idq_absolute_ f represents the current
magnitude in per unit, Id _re f _ f represents the current magnitude
in per unit in d axial of the dq axis in per unit, Iq_re f _ f represents
the current magnitude in per unit in q axial of the dq axis in per
unit, IP_DER_ f represents the active current magnitude in per
unit, and IQ_DER_ f represents the reactive current magnitude in
per unit.

It can be seen the estimation difference between the pro-
posed and the Powerfactory DIgsilent methods, particularly
on voltage sag magnitude, VDER_ f , are acceptably small.
According to Wu et al. [22], on a voltage magnitude esti-
mations, estimating estimation differences of around 3% are
acceptable.

3.3 ‘LVRT with voltage support via aRCI on
K-factor = 0.5’ case results (scenario 2)

The scenario on LVRT voltage support via aRCI with K-factor
0.5 is presented. The comparison of aRCI-enabled LVRT result
between the proposed and the Powerfactory DIgsilent meth-
ods are shown in Table 6. It can be seen from the table that
the voltage sag VDER_ f improvement is observed as compared
with the ’non-aRCI’ case as shown previously in Table 4. For
instance, in case 1, the voltage sag for ’non-aRCI’ case, as
shown in Table 4, are estimated 0.610 and 0.620 pu through
DIgsilent and the proposed methods, respectively. The volt-
age sag for ‘aRCI with K-factor = 0.5’ case is estimated as
0.623 pu (DIgsilent method) and 0.634 pu (proposed method).
Therefore, with aRCI, one could conclude that LVRT voltage
support may improve voltage sag during the fault. The volt-
age sag improvement is observed 1.280% and 1.345% accord-
ing to the DIgsilent and the proposed method, respectively,
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1158 SWANDARU ET AL.

TABLE 6 Comparison of aRCI-enabled LVRT voltage control result (with voltage support’ case) between the proposed and the Powerfactory DIgsilent
methods K = 0.5

Results Method used Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5

VDER_ f ∠ 𝛿V _DER_ f (pu∠deg) DIgsilent 0.623∠–12.76 0.625∠–12.71 0.627∠–12.65 0.629∠–12.61 0.631∠–12.57

Proposed method 0.634∠–5.99 0.642∠–5.42 0.642∠–4.86 0.644∠–4.32 0.646∠–3.81

Idq_absolute_ f (pu) DIgsilent 0.834 0.834 0.835 0.835 0.835

Proposed method 0.831 0.827 0.823 0.819 0.816

Id _re f _ f (pu) DIgsilent 0.812 0.812 0.811 0.810 0.810

Proposed method 0.809 0.803 0.798 0.792 0.788

Iq_re f _ f (pu) DIgsilent 0.190 0.194 0.198 0.201 0.205

Proposed method 0.191 0.197 0.202 0.207 0.212

IP_DER_ f (pu) DIgsilent 0.834 0.834 0.835 0.834 0.835

Proposed method 0.827 0.820 0.814 0.808 0.802

IQ_DER_ f (pu) DIgsilent 0.006 0.011 0.015 0.019 0.024

Proposed method 0.086 0.103 0.119 0.134 0.148

TABLE 7 % |Estimation difference| of aRCI-enabled LVRT voltage control result with K = 0.5 (with voltage support’)

Results VDER_ f 𝜹V _DER_ f Idq_absolute_ f Id_re f _ f Iq_re f _ f IP_DER_ f IQ_DER_ f

Case 1 1.823 53.029 0.348 0.419 0.632 0.899 93.039

Case 2 2.704 57.335 0.863 1.047 1.651 1.631 89.689

Case 3 2.505 61.594 1.402 1.64 2.481 2.421 87.352

Case 4 2.398 65.742 1.892 2.209 3.182 3.082 85.479

Case 5 2.488 69.722 2.334 2.716 3.564 3.904 84.011

whereas on case with highest X/R ratio of the system, case
5, the voltage sag improvement is observed 2.15% (DIgsi-
lent method) and 2.12% (proposed method), respectively. The
overall voltage sag improvement of the aRCI-enabled system
between the proposed and the DIgsilent methods in percentage
(with K-factor = 0.5) are presented in Table 10 in the column
‘comparison A’.

In Table 7, the difference of aRCI-enabled LVRT result with
K-factor = 0.5 between the proposed and the Powerfactory
DIgsilent methods is presented. It can be seen the estimation
difference between the proposed and the Powerfactory DIgsi-
lent methods, particularly on voltage sag magnitude VDER_ f , are
reasonably acceptable.

3.4 ‘LVRT with maximum aRCI’ case
results (scenario 3)

The scenario on LVRT voltage support via maximum aRCI
is presented. To create maximum aRCI, K-factor is set
arbitrarily as six. The comparison for aRCI-enabled LVRT
results are shown in Table 8. It can be seen from the
table that better voltage sag VDER_ f improvements are
observed as compared in scenario 2.These voltage sag reduc-
tions can be seen as improvements due to the higher
K-factor.

Both methodologies, DIgsilent and the proposed approach,
show improvements in terms of voltage sag for aRCI cases
when compared with the ‘non-aRCI’ cases. The improvements
are more substantial for the test cases that have higher X/R

ratios. The overall voltage sag improvement of the maximum
aRCI-enabled system calculated with the proposed and the
DIgsilent methods in percentage are presented in Table 9. It can
be seen the resulting estimation difference of voltage sag magni-
tude VDER_ f on the proposed method are at maximum 3.099%.

3.5 The effectiveness of the aRCI on
improving the voltage sag results comparison

The overall comparisons of the effectiveness of the simulated
DER’s reactive power-based LVRT voltage support via aRCI on
improving the voltage sag for all cases on both maxed aRCI and
aRCI with K-factor 0.5 are shown in Table 10. Column ‘com-
parison A’ shows voltage sag improvement in scenario 2 in per-
centage as compared with voltage sag improvement in scenario
1 (aRCI with K-factor 0.5). Column ‘comparison B’ shows volt-
age sag improvement in scenario 3 (maxed aRCI) in percent-
age as compared with voltage sag improvement in scenario 1. It
is observed that for higher X/R ratio cases, the DER’s LVRT
voltage support via aRCI to minimise the voltage sag is more
efficient.
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SWANDARU ET AL. 1159

TABLE 8 Comparison of maximum aRCI-enabled LVRT voltage control results between the proposed method and the Powerfactory DIgsilent simulations

Results Method used Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5

VDER_ f ∠ 𝛿V _DER_ f (pu∠deg) DIgsilent 0.697∠–23.80 0.713∠–24.79 0.729∠–25.80 0.744∠–26.82 0.759∠–27.86

Proposed method 0.719∠–1.82 0.739∠–1.68 0.739∠–1.53 0.761∠–1.39 0.769∠–1.25

Idq_absolute_ f (pu) DIgsilent 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Proposed method 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Id _re f _ f (pu) DIgsilent 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Proposed method 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Iq_re f _ f (pu) DIgsilent 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.999 0.999

Proposed method 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

IP_DER_ f (pu) DIgsilent 0.400 0.411 0.423 0.435 0.446

Proposed method 0.128 0.116 0.104 0.092 0.081

IQ_DER_ f (pu) DIgsilent 0.916 0.911 0.906 0.901 0.895

Proposed method 0.992 0.993 0.995 0.996 0.997

TABLE 9 % |Estimation difference| of maximum aRCI-enabled LVRT voltage control result

Results VDER_ f 𝜹V _DER_ f Idq_absolute_ f Id_re f _ f Iq_re f _ f IP_DER_ f IQ_DER_ f

Case 1 3.099 92.361 0 0 0 68.074 8.228

Case 2 3.647 93.239 0 0 0 71.883 8.986

Case 3 1.331 94.071 0 0 0.01 75.485 9.767

Case 4 2.231 94.835 0 0 0.1 78.808 9.551

Case 5 1.308 95.519 0 0 0.1 81.847 10.214

4 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1 Analysis

As can be seen, the voltage sag improvements predicted by the
proposed method are reasonably close to the DIgsilent results,
with the differences in the voltage sags estimation VDER_ f in all
cases as indicated by the ‘% |estimation difference|’ acceptably
small. With the most considerable % |estimation difference| of
the voltage sags estimation VDER_ f to be found at 3.64% in case
2 in the scenario of maximum aRCI-enabled LVRT, as shown
in Table 9, the proposed method can estimate the effectiveness
of aRCI at mitigating voltage sags effectively. The smallest %|estimation difference| of the voltage sags estimation VDER_ f

to be found at 1.3% in case 9 in the scenario of maximum aRCI-
enabled LVRT is shown in Table 9 as well.

Further, the steady-state voltage rise estimated by the pro-
posed method is relatively close to the DIgsilent results as well.
The estimation difference of the steady-state voltage rise estima-
tion VDER of the proposed methodology in all cases as shown in
Table 3 are observed most significant at only 0.123%, as shown
in case 5, whereas the smallest estimation difference steady-state
voltage rise estimation VDER is found at 0.037% as shown in
case 1.

Further, Table 10 shows that on the same level of reactive cur-
rent injection, a lower voltage sag improvement can be observed
on a lower X/R ratio system. This trend seems aligned with the
argument that the DER connection to higher X/R ratio leads

TABLE 10 Voltage sag improvement of aRCI-enabled LVRT Voltage control system between the proposed and The DIgsilent methods in percentage

Results Comparison A Comparison B

Method used Proposed method DIgsilent method Proposed method DIgsilent method

Case 1 1.34 1.28 9.57 8.68

Case 2 2.14 1.6 11.71 10.4

Case 3 2.15 1.87 11.69 11.7

Case 4 2.11 1.98 13.84 13.53

Case 5 2.12 2.15 14.44 15.02
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to more effective aRCI (better voltage sag improvement), which
was claimed in many previous studies, such as in [10, 23]. It
implies that the performance of the DER’s LVRT voltage sup-
port via aRCI is highly dependent on the characteristic of the
distribution grid (X/R ratio of the observed grid). Though in
this study, X/R ratio variations are only set at the equivalent
line impedance, Rline_th + jXline_th, as shown in Table 1, and
as explained in the first and the second steps of the proposed
method, equivalent line impedance represents the ’collective
impedance’ of the observed grid in the form of a line between
the external grid and the DER connection that is obtained from
the impedance transformation process. Hence, one could imply
that the equivalent line impedance Rline_th + jXline_th represents
the X/R ratio of the observed grid.

The determination of the amount of the reactive current
being injected is affected by the faulted voltage sag ΔVDER_ f

(as implied in Equation 15 and thereby Equation 16). To esti-
mate ΔVDER_ f , steady-state voltage rise magnitude |VDER| is
needed. Thus, estimating |VDER| is essential since it is observed
from Equation 14 that |VDER| determines the faulted voltage
sag VDER_ f .

It has been shown that differences estimation between the
proposed methodology and the Powerfactory DIgsilent method
is observed on the reactive current injection IQ_DER_ f (Table 7)
and the active current injection IP_DER_ f (Table 9). This is due
to that in DIgsilent method, the voltage sag improvement that
is estimated through dynamic RMS simulation requires 𝜃′ that
is obtained from PLL. DIgsilent method considers the dynamic
aspect of the simulation. In the proposed methodology, 𝜃′ is
obtained from Equations (23) and (24). Equations (23) and
(24) as suggested in [21] serve a similar function to the PLL.
In the case of DIgsilent software, this is done via the time-
domain RMS dynamic simulation; this transformation is avail-
able within the DER’s inverter model, PLL, which is part of
the DIgsilent model. The proposed methodology does not han-
dle the dynamic aspects of the PLL’s performance; however, it
does not need to as its purpose is completely different. Further,
note that the estimation of cos 𝜃′ and sin 𝜃′ that are obtained
from Equations (23) and (24) rely on VDER_ f ∠ 𝛿V _DER_ f .
In the DIgsilent, VDER_ f ∠ 𝛿V _DER_ f is obtained based on
each step of the derivation of all state variables during time-
domain RMS dynamic simulation. This different way of inter-
preting VDER_ f ∠ 𝛿V _DER_ f and the way of obtaining 𝜃′ results
in the estimation difference of IP_DER_ f and IQ_DER_ f . Dif-
ferent results of 𝜃′ obtained by the proposed methodology
and the DIgsilent method only causes the different interpreta-
tion of∠ 𝛿V _DER_ f VDER_ f . However, on estimating the effec-
tiveness of aRCI, VDER_ f is the value that determines the
voltage sag improvement. Thus, these different results can be
ignored.

Aside from the matter as mentioned earlier, in most cases, the
differences are small and acceptable as the proposed method
does not account fully for the dynamic nature of the phe-
nomenon simulated, unlike the DIgsilent simulation. Further,
the proposed method can still be used reliably to estimate the
voltage sag improvements.

4.2 Discussions

The main feature of the proposed methodology is that it could
estimate the effectiveness of aRCI on improving voltage sags
without the need of the knowledge relating to the dynamic char-
acteristic of the DER and way to construct the DER dynamic
modelling. Thus, the methodology could avoid computational
burden relating to the iterative process of the dynamic RMS sim-
ulation that is necessary to estimate the state derivatives of all
state variables of the DER.

Though the verification of the proposed methodology does
only account the balanced three-phase systems, the proposed
methodology is still applicable on unbalanced three-phase
systems, assuming all know the necessary information, such
as negative-sequence component of the corresponding grid
impedances, are obtainable.

Further, the proposed methodology can be used for aACI
and aRACI applications. For aACI technique, this can be done
by simply replacing Equations (15) to (17), (20), (26), and (27)
with (29) to (34), respectively, and assuming KIq

and ΔIq in Fig-
ure 1 is replaced with KId

and ΔId, respectively.

ΔIP_DER = KId
.

|||ΔVDER_ f ∠ Δ𝛿V _DER_ f
||| ∓Vdb

V0∠ 𝛿0
(29)

IP_DER = Id _ref

=

{
IP_DER_prefault +�IP_DER ,−Imax ≤ IP_DER ≤ Imax

Imax, −Imax > IP_DER > Imax
(30)

IP_DER_pre fault = IDER_pre fault .sin (𝜑) (31)

IQ_DER = Iq_re f = Imax − ||IP_DER
|| (32)

ΔIDER_ f ∠ Δ𝛿I _DER_ f

=
(
IDER_ f ∠ 𝛿I _DER_ f

)
KId

=n
−
(
IDER_ f ∠ 𝛿I _DER_ f

)
KId

=0

(33)

I f _aACI∠ 𝛿I _ f _aACI = I f ∠ 𝛿I _ f + ΔIDER_ f ∠ Δ𝛿I _DER_ f

(34)

By applying the same sequence of the calculation,
ΔIDER_ f

∠ Δ𝛿I_DER_ f
from Equation (33) represents the

difference of DER’s current contributions during a fault
condition with and without the aACI. From Equation (33),
the short-circuit current of the system with aACI-enabled
DER, I f _aACI∠ 𝛿I _ f _aACI can be estimated with Equation
(34). After I f _aACI∠ 𝛿I _ f _aACI has been found, Equations
(12) to (14) are repeated with I f ∠ 𝛿I _ f from Equation
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SWANDARU ET AL. 1161

(12), replaced by I f _aACI∠ 𝛿I _ f _aACI . The improved voltage
due to DER’s aRCI is given as VDER_ f ∠ 𝛿V _DER_ f from
Equation (14).

For aRACI technique, we can follow the procedure of the
aRCI with some modification by replacing Equations (15) to
(17), (20), (21), (26), and (27) with (35) to (39), respectively,
assuming KIq

and ΔIq in Figure 1 is replaced with KI and ΔI ,
respectively, and simply omitting Equations (17) to (20).

ΔIDER = KI .

|||ΔVDER_ f ∠ Δ𝛿V _DER_ f
||| ∓Vdb

V0∠ 𝛿0
(35)

IDER = Iref =

{
IDER_prefault +�IDER ,−Imax ≤ IDER ≤ Imax

Imax, −Imax > IDER > Imax
(36)

IDER∠ 𝛿I _DER = IDER ∠ 𝛿I _ f (37)

ΔIDER_ f ∠ Δ𝛿I _DER_ f

=
(
IDER_ f ∠ 𝛿I _ f

)
KI=n

−
(
IDER_ f ∠ 𝛿I _DER_ f

)
KI=0

(38)

I f _aRACI∠ 𝛿I _ f _aRACI = I f ∠ 𝛿I _ f + ΔIDER_ f ∠ Δ𝛿I _DER_ f (39)

By doing the same process, ΔIDER_ f ∠ Δ𝛿I _DER_ f from
Equation (38) represents the difference of DER’s current con-
tributions during a fault condition with and without the aRACI.
From Equation (38), the short-circuit current of the system
with aACI-enabled DER, I f _aRACI∠ 𝛿I _ f _aRACI can be esti-
mated with Equation (39). After I f _aRACI∠ 𝛿I _ f _aRACI has
been found, Equations (12) to (14) are repeated with I f ∠ 𝛿I _ f

from Equation (12), replaced by I f _aRACI∠ 𝛿I _ f _aRACI .
The improved voltage due to DER’s aRACI is given as
VDER_ f ∠ 𝛿V _DER_ f from Equation (14).

As mentioned earlier, other RPI techniques (RPI-Const-P,
RPI-Const-Id , and RPI-Const-Ig_max ) are an alternative way to
represent active and RPI techniques [7]. However, if we look
further, these techniques are an extended variation of aRACI.
It would be interesting to set up an exploratory study to cover
these alternatives as a way to explore possible limitation of the
proposed methodology if any.

The proposed methodology indeed does not consider noise
and signals attenuation in the distribution network. This can
be understood since the methodology does not handle and
therefore not cover the dynamic aspects in the study. How-
ever, LVRT is a millisecond phenomenon, whereas its frequency
range is classified as transient recovery voltage; and it is around
50/60 Hz–20 kHz for terminal fault and 50/60 Hz–100 kHz for
short-line fault [24]. Since the methodology is meant for esti-
mating the effectiveness of aRCI on improving voltage sags, the
method is made to capture the fast-transient response of the
DER upon voltage sag. With that in mind, it can be assured dis-
tribution network noise, such as switching noise from commer-

cial component will not affect the estimations and hence affect
the performance of the resulted voltage sag improvement.

Therefore with such feature in the proposed methodology,
one could understand clearer ‘the flow’, the whole process
of estimating the effectiveness of aRCI on improving voltage
sags, from the process of the voltage sags to the evaluation
of the voltage sags improvement on the aRCI-enabled DER-
connected bus. Furthermore, from a practical viewpoint, the
proposed methodology can support distribution system oper-
ators or a DER grid planner in the event they need to justify
practical grid support requirements for fault ride-through on a
particular distribution network.

5 CONCLUSION

5.1 Summary

Methodology for estimating the effectiveness of DER’s voltage
control via aRCI for LVRT support is given. As explained in
the introduction, without the need to perform a computation
process that inherently has iterative nature (computing deriva-
tives of all state variables of the DER to estimate the dynamic
response of the DER), the proposed methodology still could
successfully estimate the effectiveness of aRCI in improving
voltage sags. Further, one could take benefit from the proposed
methodology on a grid planning to estimate the effectiveness of
the DER’s LVRT voltage support via aRCI without the need to
concern if the grid information is incomplete–information that
is often needed on dynamic RMS-based simulation; for exam-
ple, a commercial software tool such as DIgsilent PowerFactory.

5.2 Recommendations

From the research work, a suggested approach for grid plan-
ning upon implementing aRCI-based LVRT voltage support is
presented.

Upon implementing aRCI-based LVRT voltage support, it
is best to understand to the topology of the distribution grid,
the information required to construct the implementation,
and the information available to support the planning. In the
event that some information is unobtainable or too cumber-
some/challenging to estimate, such as the aggregated dynamic
characteristic of the DER, the mixture of the load, and the exact
profile of the active and reactive power of both from the DER
and the distribution loads, then estimating the effectiveness of
the aRCI-based LVRT voltage support through the proposed
methodology can be a useful and practical option. Through sim-
plifications and reasonable assumptions, such as averaging the
active and reactive power of the distribution loads, then aggre-
gating the known impedance of the distribution line, and assum-
ing the likeliest located voltage sag, the effectiveness of the sup-
port in minimising voltage sag could be estimated. The obtained
result could be then used to judge the necessity of the imple-
mentation of the support.
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